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VS 13 14
3

 

 

 
 

VS

13 14 3 VS

VS

 

13 Ancrene Wisse V2

14 The Cloud of Unknowing 

VS

VS

VS VS

 

V2 Haeberli (2002) 

V2 then-group

VS
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28.7% Haeberli (2007) 

8 VS

V2 V2  

 (1150-1500) V2

VS

V2 V2

13 Ancrene Wisse 14 Richard Rolle

14 The Cloud of Unknowing VS

V2  

3 VS

XVS XVS

there

XVS X

 

 

(1) To his left was a long, shadowy, cobbled passage running beside what looked 

like barred loose boxes. 

(2) Vital to such decisions is a clear understanding of system functions, failure 

modes and the consequences of failure. 

(3) Here before me were two people in love, oh yes. 

(4) Lying inside, wrapped in a clean woolen shawl, was the smallest baby I had 

ever seen. (Kreyer (2006): 6-8) 



VS 13 14 3 

27 

be (5)

XVS  

(5) * [In this rainforest] can find a lucky hiker the reclusive lyrebird. 

(Haeberli (2010:18)) 

XVS

 

(6)  

(i) VS  

(ii) X XVS  

X XVS  

say ‘said he’ VS

 

13 Ancrene Wisse 14 Richard Rolle 14

The Cloud of Unknowing VS

Ancrene Wisse

Richard Rolle The Cloud of Unknowing
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SV/VS

VS

Haeberli (2007) 

15 Book of Margery Kempe Capgrave’s Chronicle

VS 36.5%

74.0%  (Haeberli (2007):19)1  

3

VS

 

Ancrene 

Wisse 14 The Cloud of Unknowing 150

400

VS Ancrene Wisse

VS 2

 

VS VS

 

Ancrene Wisse

                                                                 
1 þa þonne nu VS

 



VS 13 14 3 
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V2

TEAMS Middle English Texts  

(7) Nu kimeth forth a feble mon2 (Part 2: 82) 

‘Now comes forth a feeble man’ 

(8) Al thus, leove sustren, i wreastlunge of temptatiun ariseth the biyete. 

(Part 4: 718) 

‘Exactly in this way (lit., completely thus), dear sisters, in wrestling  

(or, struggling) with temptation, a benefit mounts up for you.’ 

(9) Her-to falleth a tale, a wrihe forbisne. (Part 7 :58) 

‘Thereby hangs a tale (lit., concerning this [there] falls a tale), a hidden parable  

(or, an exemplum with a hidden meaning).’  

(10) Thus walde Eve inoh-reathe habben i-ondsweret. (Part 2 :60) 

‘Thus would Eve readily enough have answered.’ 

(11) Of hire ahne suster haveth sum i-beon i-temptet. (Part 2 180-1) 

‘By her own sister has an anchoress (lit., some) [sometimes] been tempted.’ 

VS

Ancrene Wisse VS 

VS

(12-17)

VS

                                                                 
2 
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(12) Thus bitacneth hwit cros the warde of hwit chastete, (Part 2 :26) 

‘Thus the white cross symbolizes the protection of white chastity,’ 

(13) Ant nu deth Sein Austin ba twa theos in a couple (Part 2: 124-5) 

‘And now St. Augustine makes (lit., does) both these two into a couple:’ 

(14) Ma sleath word then sweord. (Part 2: 304) 

‘The word slays more than the sword’ 

(15) For-thi feieth Ysaie hope ant silence bathe togederes (Part 2: 365-6) 

‘Therefore Isaiah joins hope and silence both together’ 

(16) This featte kealf haveth the feond strengthe to unstrengen ant buhen toward 

sunne, (Part 3: 218-9) 

‘The fiend has the strength to unstrengthen (i.e., weaken) this fat calf and bow 

(or, bend) [it] toward sin,’ 

(17) For-thi eveneth Davith ancre to pellican thet leat anlich lif, ant to spearewe ane. 

(Part: 3: 626) 

‘For this reason David compares the anchoress to a pelican  

which leads a solitary life, and to a solitary sparrow.’ 

VS

Ancrene Wisse (12-17) bitacneth 

(symbolizes) deth (does) sleath (slays) feieth (joins) haveth (has) eveneth 

(compares) hat (commands) threatith (warns) V2

Richard Rolle The Cloud of Unknowing

 

V2
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V2

V2

 

Haeberli 15 Malory

VS 14.9%

36.7  (Haeberli (2010): 147)3 Malory VS

VS

14.9%  

Malory VS

VS

(18-21)  

(18) Than had sir Gawayne suche a grace and gyffte that an holy man had gyvyn 

hym, (Malory 704: 8-9) 

(19) but well undirstood sir Trystram that sir Dynadan myght nat endure ayenste sir 

Launcelot, (Malory 458: 34-26) 

(20) ‘Such one saw I,’ seyde kynge Arthure, (Malory 28: 31) 

(21) And there dud sir Lameroke mervaylus dedys of armys 

(Malory 216: 21-22) 

(  (2015): 12) 

                                                                 
3 Haeberli(2007) þa þonne nu

VS
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Malory VS (18) had (19) understand

(20) see

Malory VS say

(21) do VS  

Malory VS

(22-

23) VS  

(22) And [all thys] aspyed sir Palomydes, (Malory 456: 37) 

(23) And [all that] aspyed the quene (Malory 343: 9) 

Malory VS

VS

 

13 Ancrene Wisse (12-17) VS

VS 5

14 Richard Rolle VS

Ancrene Wisse VS

15 Malory 14 Richard Rolle Ancrene 

Wisse  

VS

Ancrene Wisse VS

(7-11) (24-25)
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(24) Of this meoster servith the unseli ontfule i the deofles curt, to bringen o lahtre  

hare ondfule laverd. (Part 4: 412-3) 

‘In this capacity the wretched envious [people] serve in the devil's court, to 

bring to laughter their envious lord.’ 

(25) Thus lo, in euch stat rixleth bitternesse (Part 6: 330) 

‘in each state (or, condition) bitterness reigns’ 

Ancrene Wisse V2

 

 

XVS X

X

Ancrene Wisse (7-17) Nu (now) Al 

thus (completely thus) Her-to (Therby) Thus Of hire ahne suster (by her own sister)

For-thi (therefore) (6)

X XVS

Ancrene Wisse

VS  

(26) (=(14)) [Ma] sleath word then sweord. (Part 2: 304) 

‘The word slays more than the sword;’ 

(27) [Swuch grure] hefde his monliche flesch ayein the derve pinen thet hit schulde  

drehen. (Part 2: 769-770) 
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‘[Such horror] His manly (or, human) flesh had in anticipation of (lit., against) 

the torturous pains that it would suffer.’ 

(28) [Monie ma hwelpes then ich habbe i-nempnet] haveth the liun of prude. 

(Part 4: 252-3) 

‘The lion of pride has many more whelps than I have named.’ 

(29) [Theose] threatith thus Godd thurh Ysaie (Part 4: 455-456) 

‘God warns these [gluttons] through Isaiah, thus.’ 

(30) (=(16)) [This featte kealf] haveth the feond strengthe to unstrengen ant buhen 

toward sunne, (Part 3: 218-9) 

‘The fiend has the strength to unstrengthen (i.e., weaken) this fat calf 

and bow (or, bend) [it] toward sin,’ 

(26-29)

(26) Ma (more)

sleath (salys)

(30) This featte kealf (this fat calf) haveth (has)

unstrengen (weaken)

 

14 Richard Rolle VS

VS

Richard Rolle

(37) Rosamund (1988)  
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(31) Agayn þe synne of felyng and of euele gatys, were þi handys and þi feet with 

harde nayles thyrlyd, (MP: 88)4 

‘To counteract sinning in the sense of touch and of walking in evil ways, your 

hands and your feet were pierced with hard nails,’ 

(32) þan fel þin heed doun, (MP: 103) 

‘then your head fell down,’ 

VS Ancrene Wisse

 

 

(33) Þis gylder layes oure enmy to take vs with, (FL: 6) 

‘This is the snare our enemy sets to catch us with,’ 

(34) In þus many maners touches þe ymage of dremes men when þai slepe. 

(FL:16) 

‘In these numerous ways does the visual impression of the dream affect men 

when they are asleep.’ 

(35) Ful mykel grace haue þai þat es in þis degre of lufe. (FL: 31) 

‘Very great is the grace which those who are in this degree of love have,’ 

(36) bot þarfore lufes he hym noght, (FL: 38) 

‘yet it is not through those actions that they are loving God’ 

 

(37) VS

 

                                                                 
4 Richard Rolle  

MP: Meditations on the Passion 
FL: The Form of Living 
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(37) Mikel lufe & ioy sal þou fele, if þou wil do aftyr þis lare. (FL: 35) 

‘Much love and joy shall you feel if you will follow this teaching.’ 

(38-39) VS

 

(38) For a thyng warne I þe (FL: 28) 

‘Now, I’ll give you one warning’ 

(39) A thyng tel I þe (FL: 33) 

‘One thing I wil tell you’ 

(35) (37)

(38-39)

Richard Rolle VS  

VS

Richard Rolle (40) VS

 

(40) SWete Ihesu, þanne criedist þou dolefulli on þe rode (MP: 101) 

‘Sweet Jesu, then you called out mournfully on the cross,’ 

V2 then-group

Richard Rolle XVS X þan þanne þenne (then)

(32) 1 VS

X



VS 13 14 3 
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(41) [þin eendles loue and ruþe]  

may no man telle ne biþenke, (MP: 102) 

‘your endless love and pity no one can possibly reckon or even imagine,’ 

(42) Bot [mekenes & lufe] may he noght haue. (FL:40) 

‘but patience and love he cannot tolerate.’ 

(43) and [þat] may þou noght do bot if þou be wyse. (FL: 40) 

‘and you cannot do that unless you are intelligent’ 

(44) (=37) [Mikel lufe & ioy] sal þou fele, if þou wil do aftyr þis lare. (FL:35) 

‘Much love and joy shall you feel if you will follow this teaching.’ 

(45) (=33) [Þis gilder] layes oure enmy to take vs with, (FL: 6) 

‘This is the snare our enemy sets to catch us with,’ 

Richard Rolle XVS Ancrene Wisse

(41-44)

VS

The Cloud of Unknowing Richard Rolle

VS

V2

V2

Ancrene Wisse Richard Rolle The Cloud of Unknowing
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The Cloud of Unknowing VS

be The Cloud of Unknowing

 

(46) On the same maner schalt thou do with this lityl worde God. (1461)5 

(47) Bot then is the use ivel (534) 

‘But then is the use evil’ 

(48) For on the wetyng and the felyng of thiself hangith wetyng and felyng of alle 

other creatures (1535-6) 

‘For on the witting and the feeling of thyself hangeth witting and feeling of all 

other creatures’ 

(49) Treuly of this disceite, and of the braunches therof, spryngyn many mescheves 

(1606-7) 

‘Truly, of this deceit, and of the branches thereof, spring many mischiefs’ 

VS Richard Rolle 

 

(50) Fleschly jangelers, glosers and blamers, roukers and rouners, and alle maner of  

pynchers, kept I never that thei sawe this book (2477-8) 

‘Fleshly janglers, flatterers and blamers, ronkers and ronners, and all manner 

                                                                 
5 TEAMS Middle English Texts  
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of pinchers, cared I never that they saw this book: for mine intent was never to 

write such thing to them.’ 

(51) And thus wenyn ofttymes som yong foles that God is theire enemye, when He 

is theire ful freende. (2505-6) 

‘And thus ween ofttimes some young fools, that God is their enemy; when He 

is their full friend.’ 

(52) And yit thoughte He it not inowgh, (2015-6) 

‘And yet thought He it not enough,’ 

(53) Moche love had sche to Hym; moche more had He to hir. 

(50-52)

(53)

have  

SV

(54) Cloud 

of Unknowing VS

 

(54) Moo sleightes telle I thee not at this tyme (1238) 

‘More devices tell I thee not at this time’ 

 

(55) (54) 2 say SV

(54)

say SV (55)
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(55) Bot this may I sey thee of thoo sounes and of thoo swetnes (1716) 

‘But this may I say thee of those sounds and of those sweetnesses’ 

(54-55) Richard Rolle (38-39) þe

thee VS (55)

VS

(56)  

(56) And to this wil I answere thee so febely as I kan, (2108) 

‘And to this will I answer thee so feebly as I can,’ 

4.1 VS 15

Malory (57-58)

 

(57=((22)) And [all thys] aspyed sir Palomydes, (Malory 456: 37) 

(58=((23)) And [all that] aspyed the quene (Malory 343: 9) 

(54) Cloud of Unknowing VS

VS (50-53)

Cloud of Unknowing Richard Rolle VS

V2  
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Cloud of Unknowing VS

VS (53-55) X

 

(59) And [this] wil He do (1268) 

(60) And [that abilnes] may no soule have withoutyn it. (1282-3) 

(61) [Ensaumple of this] have we in a man or a womman affraied in the maner 

beforeseide. (1442-3) 

‘Ensample of this have we in a man or a woman afraid in the manner beforesaid.’ 

(62) And [that] schalt thou fele by this (1748) 

(63) [Ensaumple of this] maist thou see (1773) 

VS

Richard Rolle Cloud of Unknowing 

XVS VS

VS

this that

 

Warner (2007) XVS

X

VS XVS

S X
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VS

Cloud of Unknowing VS

X VS

 

13 Ancrene Wisse 14 Richard Rolle 14

The Cloud of Unknowing VS V2

V2 VS

 

13 Ancrene Wisse V2

14 Richard Rolle The Cloud of Unknowing

2 VS

14 Richard Rolle The Cloud of Unknowing 

14 The Cloud of Unknowing 

VS

 

XVS

V2

XVS XVS
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